Principal Report: Kurt Barker

- AP's coming up, Keystones week of 5/16
- Jr. class doing well achievement-wise
- Jr. Prom Saturday
- Sr. Prom and Post Prom in June
- Senior awards night, more seniors being recognized that in years past
- Retiring: Sherry Weaver, Terry Rice

New Business:

- Post Prom:
  - How to streamline the P3 call donations:
    - There were issues with the letters sent out
    - Kids and parents may not have same last names
    - Is it worth sending out reminder letters?

- Treasurer:
  - $8K-ish
  - Need to write the checks for the book scholarships
  - About 1K is Helping Hands
  - Play generated about $150
  - $95ish from FlowerPower
  - Duncan to send check by June 30 so we can close books for year.

- Joint H&S and School Board:
  - Facilities is focusing on outside work on the district buildings; Dale Lauvler will drop off mulch for free if H&S will provide the work to mulch the flower beds.
  - Major push for redoing the East Ward playground; district will contribute
standard amount (same at all elementary buildings) and the rest needs to be raised to afford the desired equipment.

- Facilities usage policy wording has been changed to refer to proceeds benefiting the district, instead of profits, for Type 1 groups; with that wording, HSAs can stay as Type 1 groups.
- The district has major technology spending in its budget.

- Flower Power:
  - Pia will set up the Flower Power fundraising page for fall bulbs.

- Holocaust Symposium:
  - Notes for next year: remember to order special food / Kosher catering, including cheesecake for dessert

- Spirit Wear:
  - Pia will continue coordinating the Spirit Wear fundraising for now

- Teacher Luncheon:
  - Who will take it over for next year?

- Elections for 2016-2017 HSA Board:
  - Eleanore and Heidi stay on as co-vice president and treasurer, respectively
  - Juliet Christopher volunteers to be secretary
  - President and second Co-Vice President still open

Attendees:
- Eleanore Meals
- Julie Christopher
- Stephanie Fanelli
- Heidi Walker
- Pia DiSanto

Important dates:
5/25/16: Scholarship Selection and Awards